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Introduction
Artema Plus

We are a wide-ranging natural resource and commodities trading establishment. 

Through the diversity of our trade and marketing businesses, we reasonably supply  the 

commodities that are fundamental to Sea, Air, and land-transport, power  generation for manu-

facturing, petrochemicals, agriculture, and modern residential heating systems.



Specializations; Expertise



our mission
Artema Plus
ARTEMA-PLUS is committed to furthering living standards by bringing the  products needed
to expand, sustain, and improve the human development.
We work to bring about long-term growth and opportunity for all our customers,  employees,
and the nations in which we operate.
Through the variety of our commodities and marketing businesses, we dependably  supply the
commodities that are vital to the building blocks of life, such as essential  infrastructure
like roads, agricultural expansions, and affordable heating fuels, all  of which enable the end
buyers to alter contemporary industrial proficiency and  flexibility; all of that through
access to affordable energy supplies from multiple  sources in Asia, Europe, as well as north
and south America at reasonable prices.
We intend to fulfill these goals by establishing business relations with like minded  firms and
companies around the world.



our philosophy; 
the relentless pursuit of excellence

we continue a commitment to excellence by striving for quality in every job regard-
less of size, budget or time line.We still maintain the same foundation of integrity, 
trust and  mutual respect that has made the business an ever-expanding success, and 
one of the premier companies in the country.We live where we work and take immea-
surable pride in the results we see every day.



OUR
BRAINS

high profile 
projects earn-
ing them their 
name amongst 
decision makers 
and investors 
alike.

Professional knowledge

Deal expertise

Integrity

Thoroughness & efficiency

Driven by a 
unique team of 
professionals 
who poses years 
of international 
experience and 
global relation-
ships in the 
design, consult-
ing, and invest-
ment communi-
ties, Benchmark 
is emerging as a 
solid and trusted 
regional player. 
Its founders and 
board members 
has led some of 
the region's most 
prestigious and 



what we supply



crude oil

Light Crude Oil

Intermediate Crude Oil

heavy Crude Oil

Automotive Gasoline

Aviation Fuels

JP-54

Jet A-1

Kerosene

Automotive Gas Oil

all grades of Bitumen

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

Liquid Natural Gas

DI-Ammonium Phosphate

Urea Granular

Periled

Brand name FDA approved Pharmaceutical and Medicinal products from  North America,
EU states, and Asia. (Terms and conditions as per supplier's discretion).



how to make an request?

step

step

step

step

The buyer must submit a letter of Intent (LOI) to initiate
the transaction. The LOI must be submitted through a
legitimate authorized mandate or the end-buyer only.

We respond by submitting a full corporate offer, and
if accepted by the prospect buyer.

The buyer should reply by submitting an ICPO (Irrevocable Corporate 
Purchase Order) to include acceptance of supplier's terms and
conditions as stated by the suppliers. The ICPO must also include full
buyer's company information, proof of buyer's financial ability to
purchase the commodity(s) via a VERIFIABLE BCL (Bank Comfort Letter)
no older than 72 hours, as well as buyer's passport copy.

The above conditions must be observed as they're not
amendable to avoid fraud and waste of time due to the
fogy nature of the current petroleum market conditions. 



terms_

- Origin: UAE, Nigeria, Oman, and Russian Federation. 

- Delivery port: ASWP (any safe world port). 

- Incoterms: FOB/CIF, or TTO (Tanker takeover).

- Loading Port: UAE seaports, Omani seaports, Netherland's
   Rotterdam seaport, and Russian Federation seaports of
   Novorossiysk / Vladivostok / Primorsk / Nakhodka.

- Payment Terms: MT103 T/T Telegraphic Transfer. 

- Inspection: SGS or Similar.

- Commission: paid by the seller. Each mandate on seller or
   buyer's side paid 50% Percent accordingly.

- Insurance: paid by seller, covering 110% of the Shipment Value.



CIF TRANSACTION PROCEDURE_

1. Buyer issues Irrevocable Corporate Purchase Order (ICPO) upon
     receipt in acceptance of seller's Soft Offer.

2. Seller issues Draft Sales and Purchase Agreement Contract
     for buyer's review and signing.

3. 3. Seller sends partial POP to Buyer via email: 

4. Seller appoints and signs charter Party Agreement with the
     buyer and the  shipping Company. Buyer and Seller pay to the
     shipping company for transporting of the product to buyer’s
     final discharge port.

5. Seller swift the full POP and 2% Performance Bond to buyer’s
      bank. Buyer’s Bank swift in return, the Irrevocable Non-Transferable 
     Documentary Letter of Credit to the Seller’s Bank 6. Shipment
     commences as scheduled in the contract and upon arrival of
     the cargo at the discharge port and after SGS/Q&Q or Equivalent
     inspection immediately Buyer’s Bank releases the Total value of
     the shipping to Seller’s Bank within 48 hours (two banking days)
     By MT103.

a. Statement of Availability of Product.
b. Commitment to Supply.
c. Product Passport.
d. Company Registration Certificate.
e. Product Allocation Export License.



FOB WORKING PROCEDURES 
(Rotterdam/Houston/Russian Ports)

1.  Buyer issues ICPO.

2. Seller issues Commercial Invoice (CI) , buyer's signs and returns
     to Seller with his TSA, Seller verify buyer TANK FARM and make
     3days tank lease payment to the buyer tank farm for the
      Injection Process.

3.  Buyer pays his Tank Farm Company for 2 days tank storage costs,
     after his Tank Farm  Company has received the buyer’s payment
    the Seller Company pays 3 days  cost (totaling) 5days TSR ..

4. Seller inject into buyer tank and issues SGS, ATV and Unconditional
     DTA.

5.  Buyer conducts Dip Test and makes the payment for the total
      value of product injected into the tanks through the means of
      MT103-TT. 

6.  Seller pays all intermediaries involved in the transaction, and
      subsequently monthly shipment continues as per terms and
      Conditions of the sales and purchase agreement contract
      between buyer and seller. 



a. BILL OF LADING.
b. VESSEL Q88.
c. VESSEL DETAILS.
d. ULLAGE REPORT.
e. CARGO MANIFEST.

g. CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN.
h. STATEMENT OF PRODUCT AVAILABILITY.

f. PRODUCT PASSPORT (INDIGENOUS DIP TEST).

TTO TRANSACTION PROCEDURE 
(TANKER TAKE OVER PROCEDURE)

1.  Buyer issues ICPO.

2.  Seller Provides MOU and CI to be signed by buyer and seller.

3.  Seller and Buyer endorse the CI and MOU.

4. Seller provide the following documents:

5.  Buyer pays 5% deposit.

6.   Seller provides ATV on board and PRODUCT TITLE TRANSFER 
       CERTIFICATE.

7.   Buyer pays remaining balance in full After CIQ/SGS test
       confirming quality and quantity of commodity. 

8.   Seller pays the commission to all intermediates and completes
      the transaction.



Artema PLus’S
Company licenses



OUR
Location & ContacT

35064 Harpper RD. 
Clinton Township,
MI 48035 - USA

Phone: +1 586 843-6119
Fax:  
e-Mail:

US Office

+1 586 203-8889

Address:

Phone: +31 65-0700022
e-Mail:

Netherland Office

Satijnvlinderlaan 42 
5641BD  Eindhoven

Address:

Phone: 

Iraq Office

info@artema-plus.com
info@artema-plus.com

30 Meter Road
Mustawfy Square,
Erbil 44001, Iraq

+964 750 777-7639 / +964 772 497-9770

Address:

e-Mail: artemaplus1@yahoo.com

info@artema-plus.com

https://example.com



